
Celebrity  News:  Kim
Kardashian Emerges for First
Time  After  Kanye  West’s
Breakdown

By Justin Thomas

It’s been a drama-filled past few months for Kim Kardashian
West and her celebrity couple counterpart, husband Kanye West.
From  Kanye’s  hospitalization  just  a  few  weeks  ago  to  the
robbery situation in Paris with Kim, there’s definitely a lot
on their plates. According to UsMagazine.com celebrity newsin
, Kim is still finding a way to indulge in some holiday spirit
by  attending  close  family  friend  Shelli  Azoff’s  glamorous
holiday party in Los Angeles at the Forum on December 14. Kim
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has been elusive since the robbery back in October, and after
Kanye’s breakdown has not been photographed out at all until
the  star-spangled  party  last  week.  Interior  designer  and
friend  Margaret  Weitzman  took  to  Instagram  to  share  the
selfies she took with Kim and with “momager” Kris Jenner who
also attended the party. It’s great to see that Kim is feeling
good enough as to be out and celebrating the holidays.

This  celebrity  news  has  us
breathing  a  sigh  of  relief.  What
are  some  ways  to  cope  when  your
partner  is  going  through  a  rough
time?

Cupid’s Advice:

Watching your partner go through hard or uncomfortable times
is  undoubtedly  stressful  on  both  parties.  Here’s  some
relationship  advice  to  help  get  through  these  situations
effectively:

1. Support: Make sure your partner knows you’re there for them
in whatever capacity necessary. Support doesn’t always require
a  direct  action;  sometimes  it  means  just  being  there  and
making yourself available to help lighten the burden.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kanye West Opens Up About Kim’s
Nude Selfies

2. Communicate: Make sure to communicate, not just with each
other,  but  if  required,  seek  the  opinion  or  advice  of  a
professional.  However,  communication  between  you  and  your
partner is essential in developing a mutual understanding of
feelings and perspectives to make assessments for the future.
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Related Link: Celebrity News: Rob Kardashian Deletes Instagram
Photos & Blac Chyna Hints at Break-Up

3. Teamwork: Whether you both are going through difficult
times  or  it’s  just  your  partner  experiencing  them,  it’s
important to get through the situation in a collaborative way.
It’s also imperative to realize that if something affects your
partner, it will affect you, too. Knowing that will ultimately
bring you closer together as a unit.

How do you feel when your partner is going through trying
times? Share your thoughts below.
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